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Driving Safety is a Featured Topic on "Voices In America" for Public
Television, with Host James Earl Jones

The importance of driving safety is discussed with experts on new segment...

(PRWEB) December 02, 2015 -- Creators of the program are hoping consumers will benefit from watching an
upcoming episode of “Voices In America” that will delve into the topic of diving safety. This is one of the most
important yet often neglected topics in contemporary society. Most Americans get behind the wheel at least one
time per day to go to work, school or social events. Yet many of us no longer have a concrete understanding of
the laws that govern our roads.

James Earl Jones, one of America's most accomplished actors and voice over specialists, will host this special
episode of “Voices In America”. Even those who consider themselves to be elite drivers can benefit from
watching this driving safety episode. The program will outline the frequency of driving accidents in America. It
will then explain how most of these accidents can be prevented. A large part of the problem with our
increasingly dangerous roadways is the fact that too many Americans are driving while distracted. The
emergence of mobile technology has made it possible for drivers to multitask with cell phones, portable games,
tablets and other electronic devices while driving. Various experts will discuss these trends.

This episode of “Voices In America” will also take a look at the importance of participating in driving courses
every couple of years. Such a course can be taken in-person in a classroom or at home on a web-connected
computer. The piece will tap into the knowledge base of automotive safety experts and the abundance of
statistics concerning accidents in an attempt to explain the ever-growing importance of these driving courses.

"Voices In America" is not distributed, produced by, or related to PBS or APT in any way. Is is independently
developed and distributed.
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Contact Information
Jon Elliot
Voices In America
http://www.inamericatv.com
+1 561-549-9128 Ext: 215

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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